
ALVIN®

WorkMaster® Jr. Tables
A durable, 4-post table that is versatile and sturdy with built-in strength for hard,  
long-term use. The angle of the work surface can be adjusted easily from either front 
or rear. Sturdy base constructed of 1" x 1" heavy-gauge steel tubing. Ideal for drafting, 
mechanical drawing, and architecture. Can also be used as a spacious reference table.

• Warp-free white Melamine board

• Angle adjusts from horizontal (0°) to 35°

• Height adjusts from 29" to 44" in the horizontal position

• 12" x 32" storage shelf with modesty panel

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Complete tables, black bases
WMJ-3-XB 31" x 42" 68 lbs. $437.00 ea 
WMJ48-3-XB  36" x 48" 80 lbs. 473.00 ea

Complete tables, white bases
WMJ-4-XB 31" x 42" 68 lbs. 438.00 ea 
WMJ48-4-XB  36" x 48" 80 lbs. 473.00 ea

ALVIN®

WorkMaster® Tables
A 4-post table that adjusts easily, from front or rear, for a  
comfortable work angle. Versatile and attractive, the  
WorkMaster can be used as a reference/layout table,  
computer workstation, or drafting table. Ideal for architects.

• Angle adjusts from horizontal (0°) to 40°

• Height adjusts from 29" to 46" in horizontal position

• Base of 1½" x 1½" heavy-gauge steel tubing

• 12" x 42" storage shelf with modesty panel

• Warp-free white Melamine tabletop

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Complete tables, black bases
WM48-3-XB  36" x 48" 100 lbs. $605.00 ea 
WM60-3-XB  37½" x 60" 116 lbs. 717.00 ea 
WM72-3-XB  37½" x 72" 125 lbs. 720.00 ea

Complete tables, white bases
WM48-4-XB  36" x 48" 100 lbs. 606.00 ea 
WM60-4-XB  37½" x 60" 116 lbs. 717.00 ea 
WM72-4-XB  37½" x 72" 125 lbs. 720.00 ea

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING 1

WorkMaster 
(Black base)

WorkMaster Jr. 
(White Base)
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ALVIN®

DesignMaster Tables
Compared to any other drawing table on the market this is, without a doubt, a table of 
superior strength and durability with a lifetime guarantee. This 4-post table is made of 
18-gauge steel tubing (not pre-fab sheet steel) and table height is 37". Angle adjustment 
from horizontal (0°) to 45°. The legs are welded together to form a 3" x 2" post for maximum 
strength, stability, and rigidity. All metal parts are scratch resistant, electro-static powder 
coated. Tabletop board and supporting panels are made of 3/4" therma-fuse Melamine. 
Surface is smooth, durable, white matte Melamine, trimmed with bonded black vinyl edges.  
Offered with or without tool and reference drawers. Tool drawer size is 23"l x 8"w x 3½"d 
and reference drawer size is 23"l x 31"w x 1½"d. Tool drawer is supplied with lock and equipped  
with ball-bearing slides. All bases are equipped with built-in fittings for the purchase of the 
two drawers if not bought originally.

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Complete tables, gray bases
DM60CT  37½" x 60", 2 gray drawers 153 lbs. $1,269.00 ea 
DM60ND  37½" x 60", no drawers 129 lbs. 979.00 ea 
DM72CT  37½" x 72", 2 gray drawers 166 lbs. 1,259.00 ea 
DM72ND  37½" x 72", no drawers 138 lbs. 966.00 ea

Gray drawers
DM2D Tool and reference 28 lbs. 289.85 ea 
 Gray drawer set

Complete tables, black bases
DM60CT-BK  37½" x 60", 2 white drawers 153 lbs. 1,269.00 ea 
DM60ND-BK  37½" x 60", no drawers 129 lbs. 979.00 ea 
DM72CT-BK  37½" x 72", 2 white drawers 166 lbs. 1,259.00 ea 
DM72ND-BK  37½" x 72", no drawers 138 lbs. 966.00 ea

White drawers
DM2D-WH Tool and reference 28 lbs. 289.85 ea  
  White drawer set

ALVIN®

Elite Tables
The Elite workstation was designed for the professional who requires a work surface to 
be easily adjustable, employing a semi-automatic mechanism for simultaneous height 
and tilt adjustment. The dual purpose foot brake is easily activated to adjust inclination 
and elevation, and engages a “free float” movement allowing the top to be locked into any 
number of positions for maximum comfort, support, and efficiency. Angle adjusts from 
horizontal (0°) to 85°. Height adjusts from 38" to 45" in horizontal position. It also features  
a rigid balanced metal base with a white Melamine top.

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Complete tables, black bases
ET48-3  36" x 48" 141 lbs. $2,350.00 ea 
ET60-3  37½" x 60" 157 lbs. 2,460.00 ea 
ET72-3  37½" x 72" 166 lbs. 2,440.00 ea

White bases available on request.

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING2

DesignMaster 
(Black base)

DesignMaster  
(Gray base)
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ALVIN®

DesignMaster 
Compact Drawing Table
A smaller version of the DesignMaster, but with the same superior strength and  
durability. Table height is 37". Tabletop size is 36"w x 48"l. Gray reference drawer is  
23"d x 31"w x 1½"h. Gray base. 117 lbs.

No. DM48CT  
SRP $957.00 ea

ALVIN®

DesignMaster Office Height Drawing Table
The same great features as the DesignMaster compact version without a drawer.  
Table height is 28". Tabletop size is 36"w x 48"l. Gray base. 91 lbs.

No. DM48LT  
SRP $740.00 ea

ALVIN®

Ensign Tables
Contemporary design to enhance any working environment. The Ensign is an example 
of practicality, convenience, and functional design. Tabletop height and angle are 
spring-action controlled. This semi-automatic design provides simultaneous height and 
tilt adjustments employing an extendable single action lever, conveniently located just 
beneath top on the right hand side. Angle adjustment from horizontal (0°) to 90° with an 
adjustable height of 37" to 47". Features a double-pedestal base design of heavy-gauge 
steel with rounded profile for superior stability. Warp-free white Melamine tabletop.

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Complete tables, black bases
EN42-3  31" x 42" 97 lbs. $1,550.00 ea 
EN48-3  36" x 48" 109 lbs. 1,585.00 ea

White bases available on request.

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING 3

Alvin & Company, Inc. warrants all of its products to be free from manufacturing 
defects, under normal use and conditions, for a period of 90 days from the date 
of original purchase from Alvin, unless otherwise indicated. Extended warranties 
where applicable cover steel table bases only, not tabletops. Please call or visit 
www.alvinco.com for full warranty details. 

LIMITED WARRANTY S11
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ALVIN®

Titan II Solid Oak Drafting Tables
Attractive, functional, and durable, these 4-post drafting tables are designed for larger top 
sizes and constructed from the finest quality solid red oak using through-bolt hardware to 
ensure a lifetime of use. The natural finish is well protected by two coats of clear lacquer 
while the warp-free tabletops have long-lasting white Melamine laminate. Tilt mechanism 
enables user to easily adjust the top angle from horizontal (0°) to 45° for Titan II, horizontal 
(0°) to 30° for Titan II Split-Top. Optional drawer set for 37½" x 60" and 37½" x 72" sizes 
consists of 23"l x 31"w x 1½" reference drawer and 23"l x 8"w x 3½" tool drawer with smooth  
roller bearing slides and keyed lock. Split-top model is ideal for drawing on one side and 
keeping tools on the other. Features a tilt-adjustable 37½" x 42" section and 37½" x 18" fixed  
section. Includes a 23"l x 8"w x 3½" tool drawer with keyed lock. Limited lifetime warranty.

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Titan II, 37½" height
WLB60  37½" x 60", two oak drawers 137 lbs. $1,229.00 ea 
WLB72  37½" x 72", two oak drawers 146 lbs. 1,229.00 ea

Drawers
TDS Tool and reference 30 lbs. 351.65 ea 
 drawer set only

Titan II Split-Top, 36" height
WSB60  37½" x 60" 141 lbs. 1,119.00 ea 
 total: 37½" x 42" tilting 
 and 37½" x 18" fixed tops 
 Tool drawer with keyed lock included

ALVIN®

Titan Solid Oak Tables
Attractive, functional, and durable, the Titan 4-post drafting table is constructed from the 
finest quality solid oak using through-bolt hardware to ensure it will withstand years of use. 
The natural walnut finish is well protected by two coats of clear lacquer while the warp-free 
tabletop has a long-lasting Melamine laminate. Tilt mechanism enables user to quickly and 
easily adjust the top angle from horizontal (0°) to 45°. Inside dimensions of drawer (drafting 
height): 23"d x 31"w x 1½"h. Dustcover protects drawer contents. Limited lifetime warranty.

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Natural finish, 37" drafting height table with drawer
WTB42  31" x 42" 80 lbs. $786.00 ea 
WTB48  36" x 48" 90 lbs. 822.00 ea 
WTB60  37½" x 60" 105 lbs. 915.00 ea

Natural finish, 30" office height table without drawer
WOB42  31" x 42"  65 lbs. 593.00 ea 
WOB48  36" x 48" 75 lbs. 627.00 ea 
WOB60  37½" x 60" 90 lbs. 719.00 ea 

Walnut finish (top/base), 37" drafting height table with drawer
WTB48-WA  36" x 48" 90 lbs. 845.00 ea

Walnut finish (top/base), 30" office height table without drawer
WOB48-WA  36" x 48" 75 lbs. 652.00 ea 

Walnut finish, white top, 37" drafting height table with drawer  
WTB42-XB  31" x 42" 80 lbs. 800.00 ea 
WTB48-XB  36" x 48" 90 lbs. 845.00 ea

Walnut finish, white top, 30" office height table without drawer  
WOB42-XB  31" x 42" 65 lbs. 618.00 ea 
WOB48-XB  36" x 48" 75 lbs. 650.00 ea

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING4

Titan II

Titan II Split-Top 
WSB60

Titan 
(Walnut finish/ 
walnut top)

Titan 
(Natural finish)

Titan 
(Walnut finish/ 
white top)
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ALVIN®

Pavillon Art and Drawing Tables
Perfect table for aspiring artists, crafters, or hobbyists. Despite its light and 
attractive appearance, this table is surprisingly strong, stable, and sturdy.

• Board angle adjusts from horizontal (0°) to 60°

• Height adjusts 31" to 40", firmly secured by twin adjustment knobs

• Solid wood base construction with smooth, cherry-color finish

• Supplied with 24" wood pencil ledge and brass hardware

• Natural, unfinished wood top includes vinyl edges

ALVIN®

Vanguard™  
Drawing Room Tables
Classic 4-post wood tables are perfect for art, drafting, and creative tasks in the office,  
in the studio, or at home. These tables are both functional and aesthetically elegant.  
Made from eco-friendly, sustainable rubber wood that is valued for its dense grain and is 
often compared to fine teak and finished with a medium stain and durable polyurethane. 
The work surfaces provide plenty of room to spread out while the spacious drawers provide 
convenient access and storage for supplies. Also includes wood pencil ledge that can  
be set flush to the tabletop or elevated. One-hand ratcheted tilt mechanism adjusts board 
angle. Attractively tapered legs are 2" square at the top, narrowing towards the floor,  
with floor levelers for stability. Dual-purpose cross support beams not only provide maximum  
stability and rigidity but also serve as a convenient and comfortable footrest. Through-bolt 
hardware for years of wobble-free service. Base and tabletop packaged in one well-protected  
carton. Made with materials that comply with strict California emission standards. 3-year 
limited warranty.

VAN42 table
 • Tabletop adjusts from horizontal 0° to 45°

 •  Inside dimensions of drawer:  21" x 11½" x 1a", includes 2 movable dividers

 • 25" long pencil ledge

VAN48 tables
 • Tabletop adjusts from horizontal 0° to 25°

 •  Inside dimensions of drawer: 27" x 17" x 1½", includes 2 movable dividers

 • 32" long pencil ledge

  
No. Description (Height/Top) Weight SRP
Rubber wood
VAN42 30"h, 28" x 42" 80 lbs. $565.00 ea 
VAN48  333"h, 36" x 48" 90 lbs. 660.00 ea

Black ash
VAN48-BA   333"h, 36" x 48" 90 lbs. 660.00 ea

Marble top  
VAN42-MB 30"h, 28" x 42" 70 lbs. 560.00 ea 
VAN48-MB  333"h, 36" x 48" 90 lbs. 660.00 ea

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Unfinished wood tops
AP436 24" x 36" 30 lbs. $265.00 ea 
AP442 31" x 42" 39 lbs. 288.00 ea

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING 5

Pavillon with 
unfinished top

VAN48-BA

Ratcheted tilt-mechanism for  
one-hand adjustment

VAN48-MB 
Tabletop swatch

Easy-to-assemble 
design!

VAN42

VAN48-MB
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ALVIN®

CraftMaster™ Jr. Art, Drawing, and Hobby Table
The fixed height CraftMaster Jr. is certain to satisfy both children and adults, beginning 
artists, and professionals. The attractive tabletop provides ample workspace and tilts easily 
to accommodate any working angle. Suitable for all projects and styles while providing 
comfort and support. 45 lbs. 

• 24" x 40" cherry woodgrain top with rounded corners

• One hand tilt mechanism adjusts tabletop from horizontal (0°) to 30°

• Comfortable fixed height of 30" using casters and 29" with floor glides 

• Two supply storage drawers, each 7"w x 10"d x 2"h

• Metal pencil ledge and plastic instrument tray, both included

• Sturdy tubular steel construction, 1½" diameter, powder-coated black finish

• Footrest crossbar with rubber tread and 30" of leg room

• Easy to assemble

• Tabletop and base packed securely in one UPS-able carton

No. CM30-3-WBR 
SRP $194.25 ea

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING6

NEW
ALVIN®

Galaxy 4-Post Tables
Leg tubing is 1¼" x 1¼" thick. It accommodates either the 31" x 42" or the 36" x 48" top.  
The all black finish is complemented with a black rubberized covered foot rest and a 9" x 30"  
black shelf under the drawing board. Adjustable height ranges from 32" to 42" when flat. 
Board has an angle adjustment from 0° to 55°. Width of the table is 30".

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Complete tables, black bases, white tops
GAL42-3  31" x 42" 64.27 lbs. $379.00 ea 
GAL48-3  36" x 48" 78.27 lbs. 405.00 ea

Base only
GALB-3 Black 35.27 lbs. 288.99 ea

S13

NEW
ALVIN®

Saturn Tables
Designed for easy adjustments of the board both in height and angle. When table is flat, 
the height is 31.5" to 44". When fully adjusted, the tallest position is 65" when board is at 
90°  angle. This table is designed to hold either a 31" x 42" or 36" x 48" drawing board.  
The working angle can go from 0° to 180°. Table stand is 33" wide.

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Complete tables, black bases, white tops
ST42-3  31" x 42" 68.68 lbs. $395.00 ea 
ST48-3  36" x 48" 82.68 lbs. 439.00 ea

Base only
STB-3 Black 39.68 lbs. 324.99 ea

S13
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ALVIN®

Opal Tables
Extremely versatile, the Opal table folds to approximately 5" in width for easy storage. 
The Opal features a unique oval and round tubular base design for stability. Board angle 
adjusts from horizontal (0°) to 45° with an adjustable height of 29" to 44" in the horizontal 
position. Base is 1¼" diameter steel tubing. Distance between legs is 28¾". Unique double-
bend back legs. Warp-free white Melamine tabletop with black vinyl edging.

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Complete tables, black bases
OP36-3 24" x 36" 50 lbs. $369.00 ea 
OP42-3 31" x 42"  59 lbs. 399.00 ea 
OP48-3  36" x 48" 71 lbs. 436.00 ea

Complete tables, white bases
OP36-4 24" x 36" 50 lbs. 369.00 ea 
OP42-4 31" x 42" 59 lbs. 399.00 ea 
OP48-4  36" x 48" 71 lbs. 436.00 ea

ALVIN®

Professional Tables
Portable, versatile, and so durable that it carries a lifetime guarantee. Features warp-free 
white Melamine tabletop with angle adjustment from horizontal (0°) to 45°. Height adjusts 
from 29" to 45" in the horizontal position. Folds quickly and easily to 4" width for portability. 
Base is 1" square powder-coated steel tubing with non-skid self-leveling feet. Top size and 
table weight listed below.

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Complete tables, black bases
MODEL X-3-XB 24" x 36"  41 lbs. $353.00 ea 
MODEL XI-3-XB 31" x 42"  50 lbs. 378.00 ea 
MODEL XII-3-XB  36" x 48"  64 lbs. 420.00 ea

Complete tables, white bases
MODEL X-4-XB 24" x 36"  41 lbs. 353.00 ea 
MODEL XI-4-XB 31" x 42"  50 lbs. 378.00 ea

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING 7

OP42-4

Folds into a compact  
4" flat unit.

MODEL X-4-XBMODEL X-3-XB
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FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING8

ALVIN®

Onyx Tables
One of our most popular items, this contemporary fold-away drafting-height table is perfect 
for home, office, and dormitory. The sturdy, 1½" diameter tubular steel frame, is easy to set 
up with a powder-coated finish that will provide years of service. The four telescoping legs 
allow the tabletop surface to easily adjust from 29" to 44" in the horizontal position and tilt 
from horizontal (0°) to 45°. Distance between legs is 28¼". Fold-away gate hinges permit 
base to fold flat in seconds to 5" for convenient storage and/or transport. Base and board 
ship in separate cartons except for ONX40-4.

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
Complete tables, black bases
ONX36-3 24" x 36" 36 lbs. $255.00 ea 
ONX42-3 30" x 42" 42 lbs. 268.00 ea

Complete tables, white bases
ONX36-4 24" x 36" 36 lbs. 255.00 ea 
ONX42-4 30" x 42" 42 lbs. 268.00 ea

ONX40-4 28" x 42" 38 lbs. 190.00 ea 
 Tabletop and base shipped in one carton

Available after March 1, 2019

ONX40-4

Pencil Ledge 
Included!

S12

ALVIN®

CC2017 
Creative Centers
This creative center provides a complete  
solution for the creative needs of professionals,  
students, crafters, and hobbyists. Complete with  
a fully adjustable table, chair, and storage tray,  
this is an ideal studio. The fold-away design of the  
table allows convenient storage and/or transport.  
All components packed securely in one UPS-able box. 

Onyx Drawing Table 
White base with 30" x 42" white Melamine tabletop with black vinyl edging. Height adjusts 
from 29" to 44" in horizontal position. Angle adjusts from horizontal (0°) to 45°.  
Pencil ledge included.

Pneumatic-Lift Chair 
Black upholstered seat with height- and depth-adjustable backrest. Pneumatic cylinder  
lift mechanism adjusts height from 21" to 26" for the CC2017E drafting chair and  
15¼" to 20" for the CC2017A office chair. Molded foam seat.

Storage Tray 
Sturdy molded ABS high-impact plastic, 14 compartments of various sizes and removable 
inserts with 27 positions for pencils, pens, and markers. Special compartments for scissors 
and items up to 15" long such as rulers or brushes. Can be mounted to the left or right side 
of any table that accepts wood screws. Doubles as a desk accessory with rubber feet. 
Overall dimensions 29"l x 7"w x 2¼"d.

No. Description (Top Size) Weight SRP
CC2017E Drafting chair 72 lbs. $440.00 ea

CC2017A Office chair 63 lbs. 444.00 ea

Available after March 1, 2019

CC2017E with 
Drafting Chair

CC2017A with 
Office Chair

S19
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ALVIN®

Reflex Table
Perfect in home or hospital for close-up work and wheelchair applications, the front 
of this table is designed with a 10½" deep x 25" wide half circle radius cut out for easy 
accessibility. The 30" x 40" tabletop has 7½" of table surface on each side of the cut out. 
Scratch-resistant white Melamine tabletop and a raised black PVC edge to keep items  
on the table. The white table base is constructed of 1¼" diameter steel tubing providing  
33" side to side and 28¾" front to rear to fit wheelchairs. Unextended leg height is 24". 
Easy-grip knobs adjust telescoping legs up to 44" high, and angles, horizontal (0°) to 45°. 
Folds flat for storage and/or transport. Overall size of folded table without tabletop is  
25" x 31". Some assembly required. Shipped UPS. 56 lbs.

No. REFLEX 
SRP $695.00 ea

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING 9

ALVIN®

CC2001 
Creative Centers
This creative center provides a complete  
solution for the creative needs of  
professionals, students, crafters,  
and hobbyists. Complete with a fully  
adjustable table, chair, lamp, and a  
storage tray, this is an ideal studio.  
The fold-away design of the table allows  
convenient storage and/or transport.  
All components packed securely in one  
UPS-able box. 78 lbs.

Onyx Drawing Table 
White base with 30" x 42" white Melamine  
tabletop with black vinyl edging. Height adjusts from 29" to 44" in horizontal 
position. Angle adjusts from horizontal (0°) to 45°. Pencil ledge included.

Pneumatic-Lift Chair 
Black upholstered seat with height- and depth-adjustable backrest. Pneumatic 
cylinder mechanism adjusts height from 23" to 29" for the CC2001E drafting chair 
and 16½" to 21½" for the CC2001A office chair. Molded foam seat.

Swing-Arm Lamp 
6½" white metal shade. Takes 100w bulb. Spring arm and knob. Arm length 
extends to 32". Locks securely in any position.

Storage Tray 
Sturdy, multi-compartment, black plastic side tray to hold supplies. Installs either 
left or right side. 29" long x 7" wide.

No. Description  SRP
CC2001E  Drafting chair  $450.00 ea
CC2001A  Office chair  448.00 ea

Available after March 1, 2019

CC2001E with 
Drafting Chair

CC2001A with 
Office Chair

S15
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ALVIN®

Metal Pencil Ledges
These strong metal pencil ledges attach to the front edge of any tabletop to keep pencils, 
pens, and other instruments from rolling off. A quick release adjustment system allows for 
elevated or flush positioning. Powder-coated black finish.

No. Size  SRP
MPL28 28"  $11.50 ea 
MPL44 44"  12.75 ea 

No. Size  SRP
DB series
DB111 12" x 17"  $27.25 ea 
DB112 16" x 21"  33.00 ea 
DB114 18" x 24"  39.00 ea 
DB116 20" x 26"  47.00 ea 
DB118 24" x 36"  89.00 ea 
DB142 31" x 42"  106.00 ea

LB series
LB112 16" x 21"  34.99 ea 
LB114 18" x 24"  41.50 ea 
LB116 20" x 26"  48.50 ea 
LB118 24" x 36"  69.25 ea

VB series
VB118 24" x 36"  85.00 ea 
VB142 31" x 42"  104.00 ea

XB series
XB110 15" x 20"  26.00 ea 
XB112 16" x 21"  28.00 ea 
XB114 18" x 24"  35.00 ea 
XB116 20" x 26"  36.00 ea 
XB118 24" x 36"  80.00 ea 
XB130 30" x 42"  90.00 ea 
XB142 31" x 42"  107.00 ea 
XB148  36" x 48"  142.00 ea 
XB138  37½" x 42"  192.00 ea 
XB160  37½" x 60"  220.00 ea 
XB172  37½" x 72"  235.00 ea

ALVIN®

Drawing Boards/Tabletops
DB Boards – Unfinished natural wood veneer surfaces, metal side edges. Solid-core construction.

LB Boards – Ultralight boards, unfinished wood veneer surfaces, aluminum side edges, hollow honeycomb interior. 
Solid wood edges and center cross frame for strength and rigidity.

VB Boards – Unfinished natural wood veneer surfaces, woodgrain vinyl edges all around. Solid-core construction.

XB Boards – Smooth, satin-finish, white Melamine surfaces, black vinyl edges. Solid core construction.

ALVIN®

Table and Desktop Storage Trays
A versatile storage system that keeps work surfaces clear and organized. Made from 
sturdy molded ABS high-impact plastic, these trays have 14 compartments of  
various sizes and removable inserts with 27 positions for pencils, pens, and markers.  
Special compartments for scissors and items up to 15" long such as rulers or brushes.  
Can be mounted to the left or right side of any table that accepts wood screws.  
Works best for tabletops between 5/8" and 3/4" thick. Requires 4" of open space  
under table for attachment brackets. Doubles as a desk accessory with rubber feet. 
Overall dimensions 29"l x 7"w x 2¼"d.

No. Description
TT599-1 White 
TT599-2 Black
SRP $34.10 ea

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING10

DB and LB boards  
have T-metal edges

DB

LB

VB

XB

TT599-1 TT599-2
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Green/ Gray/ 
Cream White SRP Translucent SRP  Size Weight
10-yard rolls
VBC44/31 VBC77/31 $399.00 rl    31" 28 lbs. 
VBC44/36 VBC77/36 436.00 rl VBC55/36 $542.00 rl  36" 34 lbs. 
VBC44/37 VBC77/37 460.00 rl VBC55/37 575.00 rl  37½" 35 lbs. 
VBC44/42 VBC77/42 500.00 rl VBC55/42 639.00 rl  42" 37 lbs. 
VBC44/43 VBC77/43 524.00 rl VBC55/43 660.00 rl  43½" 38 lbs. 
VBC44/48 VBC77/48 566.00 rl    48" 43 lbs. 
VBC44/60 VBC77/60 754.00 rl    60" 55 lbs.

Pre-cut sheets*
VBC44-1 VBC77-1 30.80 ea VBC55-1 37.00 ea  18" x 24" 2 lbs. 
VBC44-2 VBC77-2 34.93 ea VBC55-2 39.04 ea  20" x 26" 2 lbs. 
VBC44-3 VBC77-3 40.11 ea VBC55-3 47.25 ea  23" x 31" 3 lbs. 
VBC44-4 VBC77-4 47.24 ea VBC55-4 54.44 ea  24" x 36" 3 lbs. 
VBC44-5 VBC77-5 58.55 ea VBC55-5 70.88 ea  31" x 42" 4 lbs. 
VBC44-6 VBC77-6 72.91 ea VBC55-6 88.33 ea  36" x 48" 5 lbs. 
VBC44-8 VBC77-8 90.33 ea VBC55-8 113.06 ea  37½" x 60" 6 lbs. 
VBC44-10 VBC77-10 104.70 ea VBC55-10 129.50 ea  37½" x 72" 7 lbs. 
VBC44-13 VBC77-13 122.20 ea    43½" x 72" 8 lbs. 
VBC44-14 VBC77-14 142.74 ea    43½" x 84" 9 lbs. 
VBC44-15 VBC77-15 76.99 ea    37½" x 48" 4 lbs. 
VBC44-16 VBC77-16 168.44 ea    48" x 96" 10 lbs.

* Custom sheet sizes are also available, please inquire.

ALVIN®

VYCO Board Cover
Durable, versatile, easy-to-install, 5-ply 
vinyl cover manufactured specifically for 
protection of heavily used surfaces.

• The perfect, smooth, stain-resistant 
working surface for all drawing boards, 
tables, desks, filing cabinets, counter 
tops, and shelving.

• Compass points, tacks, and hard 
pencil impressions will not mar VYCO-
protected surfaces as self-sealing 
surface recovers almost immediately.

• The translucent VBC55 is ideal for use 
with lightboxes or protecting fine wood 
and glass-topped furniture. Also useful 
over graph paper.

• Preserves and protects expensive 
furniture against mars, scars, cuts, 
dents, and prolongs the life of new 
boards. Will not deteriorate, discolor,  
or crack.

• Cuts to size easily with ordinary scissors.

ALVIN®

VYCO Empty Display Rack
Size: 26¼"w x 61"h x 19½"d 
Contents: Space for 24 sheets

No. VBC-RACK 
SRP $199.50

ARTOGRAPH®

Prism™ Projector
Increased performance and special features make scaling artwork and 
designs faster and easier than ever before. The general purpose Prism 
projector is ideal for projecting all varieties of high contrast art, patterns,  
and designs. It features an optically ground 200mm lens that enlarges up  
to 20 times and reduces down to 80%. Features an exclusive 7" x 7" glass  
top-loading area with removable cover that accommodates most copy 
including oversized artwork, books, and 3-D objects. Illuminated by two 
250 watt photo bulbs for a whiter, brighter image (included). Fan cooled and 
thermally protected to keep originals cooler. 115v, 2.5 amps, UL approved, 
5-year warranty. 11lbs. (Prism),

No. 225-090 
SRP $319.99 ea

ARTOGRAPH® 
Tracer Projector
This is the perfect basic  
projector for the artist and  
crafter. The Tracer easily  
enlarges any design or pattern from a 5" x 5" copy  
area onto a wall or easel from 2x to 14x enlargement. 
Projected image can be easily traced and colored as 
desired. No set up necessary and simple to operate. 
Features energy efficient 8000-hour fluorescent lamp 
(included) that produces a whiter, clearer image with low 
heat and uses only 20 watts of energy. UL approved, 
5-year warranty.

No. 225-360 
SRP $119.99 ea

ARTOGRAPH®

EZ Tracer®  
Projector
Create murals,  
paintings, signs,  
and banners faster  
and more accurately than ever with horizontal projection 
onto any vertical surface. This projector easily enlarges 
any design or pattern from a 4" x 4" copy area onto a wall 
or easel from 2 to 10 times enlargement. Projected image 
can be easily traced and colored as desired. No set up 
necessary and simple to operate. Uses a 23-watt compact 
fluorescent bulb (not included). Lightweight and portable 
with silent operation. Lens: 163 mm optical glass.  
UL approved. One year warranty.

No. 225-550 
SRP $47.99 ea

ARTOGRAPH®

Lightracer™ and Lightracer™ II Light Boxes
The perfect all purpose art and craft light boxes. They shine  
with bright 50,000 hour LEDs. Maintenance free gradient 
illumination from 5,000 to 14,000 lux. These portable light 
boxes feature a conveniently slanted 10" x 12" or 12" x 18" 
acrylic work surface with a handy recessed tool tray.

No. Description  SRP
225-365 Lightracer, 10" x 12",  $65.99 ea 
 (1)8w lamp 
225-375 Lightracer II, 12" x 18",  129.99 ea 
 (1)15w lamp

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING 11

VBC44 – No-glare green/ 
 rich cream
VBC55 – Translucent
VBC77 – Pearl gray/ 
 soft matte white

VBC44 and VBC77 offer 
two usable surfaces to 
match any decor.

 VBC55 provides the 
ideal translucent 
protective surface.

225-375

225-365
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ARTOGRAPH®

LightPads
Super bright, 50,000 hour, maintenance-free LED lighting. 
Variable brightness can be adjusted from 500 to 5,000 lux. 
Durable, attractive aluminum frame has a trim 1/2"/12mm 
profile. Double layered work surface has cool, even lighting.  
Includes custom protective storage sleeve.  
1-year warranty.

No. Size  SRP
225-920 6" x 9"  $129.99 ea 
225-930 9" x 12"  174.99 ea 
225-940 12" x 17"  279.99 ea 
225-950 17" x 24"  389.99 ea

PORTA-TRACE®

LED Light Boxes
The tough stainless steel frame and the thick, shatter-
resistant Plexiglas top team together to provide a durable 
tool for years to come. Porta-Trace LED lightboxes  
provide bright, even light and virtually eliminate hot spots. 
Eco-friendly and energy efficient. UL listed cord and  
on/off switches. Perfect for drawing, tracing, embossing, 
calligraphy, viewing, or presentations. 16" x 18" and 
smaller sizes have tilt-legs.

No. Description  SRP
PT1012-1 10" x 12, 3 modules  $110.00 ea 
PT1012-2 10" x 12", 8 modules  171.50 ea 
PT1118-2 11" x 18", 12 modules  315.00 ea 
PT1618-3* 16" x 18", 18 modules  520.00 ea 
PT1824-3* 18" x 24", 24 modules  725.00 ea 
PT2436-6* 24" x 36", 44 modules  1,035.00 ea

* Includes carrying handle for portability.

PORTA-TRACE®

Light Tables
Eco-friendly LED light table is the brightest on the market! 
The energy efficient LED lighting is housed under a 
shatter-resistant, Plexiglas face for maximum diffusion of 
light with minimal glare and hot spots. The top features 
a solid oak frame and is tilt adjustable from 0° to 40°. 
Built into the base is a heavy-duty footrest for comfort or 
storage. Comes with adjustable leg glides.

No. Description  SRP
TC2436K  Viewing size: 24" x 36" $2,285.00 ea 
TC3648K  Viewing size: 36" x 48" 3,480.00 ea 

PORTA-TRACE®

LED ABS Plastic Light Box
Lightweight yet strong white ABS plastic frame with a 
sturdy plexiglass surface. Interior has bright LED lighting 
rated for 50,000 hours of use. No switch; simply plug in  
and use. Easily wall mountable. Voltage 115V-240V.  
8" x 10" x 2".

No. 810ABSLED 
SRP $72.75 ea

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING12

225-920

225-930

PORTA-TRACE®

LED Light Panel
Eco-friendly design with long lasting LEDs and estimated 
bulb life of 50,000 hours. Green technology for low power 
consumption. Uses the brightest LED lights available while 
providing uniform lighting across the work surface with  
a beautiful white hue. Aluminum frame with a durable, 
ultra slim, 1/2" plexiglas working surface. Made in the USA 
with all components being UL, RoHS and CE compliant. 
Adapter: 100/240Vac, .50/60Hz allowing usage in the US 
and abroad (requires appropriate plug or outlet adapter).

No. Description  SRP
P69 6" x 9" viewing area  $89.99 ea 
P811 8" x 11" viewing area  120.00 ea 
P1118 11" x 18" viewing area  170.00 ea

S05

NEW
ARTOGRAPH®

Lightpad Pro
Adjustable color temperature from 3000K-6200K, warm to 
cool white. Variable brightness from 500 to 4000 lux with 
color temperature adjustment. Max brightness is 11,000 lux  
at a fixed color termperatire of 4600K. Tempered glass 
cutting surface. UV-free light. Long-life 50,000 hour design.

No. Description  SRP 
500-001 Model 1200   $299.99 ea 
500-005 Model 1700   399.99 ea

500-001

500-005

S05
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ALVIN®

Tri-Fluorescent Task Lamps
This office and drafting lamp features three fluorescent 
bulbs for a total of 42w with a unique rectangular gridded 
shade to evenly spread light onto the work surface. 
Features heavy-duty desktop mounting clamp that fits up 
to 2½" thick surfaces and electronic ballast. Includes three 
T5 14w fluorescent bulbs. UL listed.

No. Description  SRP
FL545-D White  $155.99 ea 
FL545-BULB Replacement bulb  10.95 ea

ALVIN®

Fluorescent Task Lights
Ideal for office and drafting environments, this extremely 
versatile and reliable task light features all metal construction  
and a heavy-duty desktop mounting clamp that fits up to 
2½" thick surfaces. The 38" reach extension arm offers a 
wide range of positioning options. The 18" x 4½" heavy-
duty rectangular metal shade is fully adjustable using the 
convenient thumb knob. Takes two 15w fluorescent bulbs 
(both included). 2-prong grounded power cord. UL listed.

No. Description  SRP
FL655-B Black  $146.25 ea 
FL655-D White  146.25 ea 
FL655-BULB Replacement bulb  10.95  ea

ALVIN®

Desktop Magnifier Lamps
Perfect for precision work, this lamp magnifies and lights 
up the work surface. Features 3½" diameter, 3+12-diopter 
glass lens with 1.75x magnification. Adjustable lamp head 
and arm. Removable protective lens cover. Includes one 
T4 12w circular fluorescent bulb. Sturdy 4" x 8" base. 
Electronic ballast. UL listed.

No. Description  SRP
ML150-B Black  $53.90 ea 
ML150-D White  53.90 ea 
ML150-BULB Replacement bulb  10.95 ea

ALVIN®

Magnifier Lamps
Professional, low heat magnifying lamp with  
high quality, extra-large 5" diameter lens  
features a fully adjustable internal spring-arm  
with a 45" reach. Convenient stay cool handle  
on head for positioning. 3-diopter glass lens  
provides 1.75x magnification. Removable protective lens 
cover makes this magnifier lamp usable as a table lamp. 
Uses one T9 22w daylight simulation bulb (included). 
Includes heavy-duty desktop mounting clamp that fits up  
to 2½" thick surfaces. All metal construction. UL listed.

No. Description  SRP
ML255-B Black  $146.25 ea 
ML255-D White  146.25 ea 
ML255-BULB Replacement bulb  10.95 ea

ALVIN®

Swing-Arm  
Combination Lamps
Fluorescent and incandescent lighting in one convenient 
unit. Independent rocker switches operate the lights 
independently or together. Spring-balanced swing- 
arm features spring covers and a generous 45" reach. 
Large comfortable thumb knobs make it easy to adjust 
the arm and shade angle. The 10" diameter heavy-duty 
metal shade has a stay cool handle for easy positioning. 
All-metal construction with 3-prong grounded power cord, 
electronic ballast, and heavy-duty metal mounting clamp. 
Uses one energy-saving T5 28w circular fluorescent bulb 
(included) and one 60w maximum incandescent bulb  
(not included) or one compact fluorescent bulb up to 23 to  
25w CFL equivalent to 100w incandescent bulb (not included).  
UL listed.

No. Description
Uses fluorescent/incandescent bulbs
CL1755-B  Black 
CL1755-D  White
SRP $153.95 ea

Uses fluorescent/ 
compact fluorescent bulbs
CLCFL1755-B Black, with CFL bulb 
CLCFL1755-D White, with CFL bulb
SRP $147.00 ea

CL1755-BULB Replacement 
 fluorescent bulb
SRP $10.95 ea

ULTRAOPTIX®

2x/6x Lighted Desktop Magnifier
A hands-free 4" magnifier with flexible gooseneck-style 
neck. 2x power lens and 6x bifocal lens. Requires three 
AAA batteries (not included).

No. DTLED 
SRP $46.99 ea

ALVIN®

Swing-Arm  
Magnifier Lamps
Spring suspension system  
for adjusting to any position.  
Arm height adjusts to 36"  
maximum. 4" diameter optically  
fine-ground 3-diopter glass lens  
with 1.75x magnification. Two-way  
mounting clamp for tables up to  
1½" thick. Uses a 60w bulb  
(not included). ETL listed.

No. Description
ML100-B Black 
ML100-D White
SRP $37.99 ea

Supplied with LED bulb (2700K)  
ML100-BLED Black 
ML100-DLED White
SRP $44.75 ea

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING 13

Not available for 
delivery to CA

Not available for 
delivery to CA
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ALVIN®

LED Lighting 
Canberra
This professional grade  
LED light is the new standard  
in task lighting. Constructed  
from metal and high impact  
polymers this durable light  
is perfect for everyday use.  
LED lights allow true white  
light to be cast on your work  
without glare or hot spots.  
Eighty-four SMD LEDs can be  
combined in three different  
settings to create just the right field of light. Soft touch 
dimmable switches allow you to dial in the desired 
brightness. The base is a 2.75" table clamp that will allow 
you to mount this light right to your work surface. Spring 
loaded arms and a swivel head will get your light exactly 
where you need it. Size: 32"h x 23"w. White. 

No. LED1-W 
SRP $175.99 ea

ALVIN®

LED Lighting 
Montauk
This light is perfect for any  
space that you need to fill  
with a bright true LED light.  
Its compact design doesn't  
take up much space yet  
creates a large field of light  
just where you need it. Sixty  
SMD LEDs work in harmony  
to illuminate your work space.  
The lamp is controlled with a  
single soft touch switch that also allows you to dim the  
light to your desired brightness. The lamp has been 
constructed with a mixture of high impact polymers and 
metal. The base is a 2.25" C clamp that allows you to 
mount it directly to your work surface. A pivot head and 
swivel base allows you to point the light directly where it 
needs to be. Size: 18"h x 14"w. White.

No. LED2-W 
SRP $69.99 ea

ALVIN®

LED Lighting 
Tofino
A great combination of both form and function. The form 
is designed with two slender metal bars, one acts as the 
base that elegantly balances the cross bar that houses 
the LED lamps. The function is the forty-eight SMD LEDs 
that cast a glare-free beam of true white light. The light bar 
pivots 165 degrees allowing for light to be cast horizontally 
or vertically. The light bar will also swivel 180 degrees so 
you can dial it in right where it's needed. Activates with an 
easy touch switch. When not in use this light feels like a 
piece of modern sculpture. Size: 16"h x 16.5"w. Silver. 

No. LED3-S 
SRP $64.99 ea

ALVIN®

LED Lighting 
Marbella
This compact desk style LED offers a classic look but 
is packed with advanced technology. Thirty SMD LEDs 
create a flood of true white light over your project. The 
sturdy base houses a soft touch control switch that allows 
for multiple dimmable steps. The base also features a 
convenient USB charging station. The lamp has been 
constructed with a mixture of high impact polymers 
and metal. The light has a flexible neck that allows for 
directional light to be cast in just the right spot.  
Size: 13"h x 13"w. Silver.

No. LED4-S 
SRP $59.99 ea

ALVIN®

LED Lighting 
Zuma
A unique mixture of materials and an interesting shape 
make this LED light a great statement. Thirty SMD LEDs 
create a glare-free bright light that will showcase the true 
colors and details of your work. A solid base provides the 
platform for a completely flexible silicon neck that allows 
directional light to shine from its bar.  Along with a soft 
touch dimmable switch, the base also has a USB charger 
port, perfect for charging your mobile device. Bright, 
flexible and attractive, this light is the whole package.  
Size: 18"h x 12"w. White.

No. LED5-W 
SRP $64.99 ea

ALVIN®

LED Lighting 
Bali
This LED desk light is packed with features to help 
illuminate your work space. Thirty SMD LEDs create a 
bright white light in a concentrated area. The flexible  
silicon neck is durable with a tremendous pivot range 
of 360 degrees. Light is activated by an optical touch 
dimmable switch. The base is solid and houses a USB 
charging port. Easy to use, clean crisp light and a USB 
to charge any of your devices, it is what your work space 
needs. Size: 18"h x 13"w. Black.

No. LED6-B 
SRP $64.99 ea

LED ART LIGHTING FROM ALVIN
LED lighting is significantly more efficient and longer-lasting than traditional lighting. By producing a true, white light  

the artist is able to view a fuller spectrum of color. This new line of elegant lighting solutions includes features such as USB charging ports,  
soft touch dimmable lighting switches, and flexible necks. Illuminate what you create with LED lighting from Alvin.

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING14
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ALVIN®

Clamp
Four-way plastic clamp 
fits the Alvin G2540  
and ML100 lamps only. 
Fits up to 1½" thick 
surface. Black only.

No. C-CLAMP 
SRP $12.50 ea

ALVIN®

Adjustable  
Angle Clamps
Heavy-duty 
adjustable angle 
clamp allows for  
mounting of magnifier and task lamps on drafting tables 
and other angled surfaces up to 2½" thick. A comfortable 
knob provides easy positioning to the desired angle  
and then locks securely in place to prevent the lamp from 
moving. Designed for use with Alvin CL1755, ML255,  
and FL655 lamps.

No. Description
ALCLAMP-B Black 
ALCLAMP-D White
SRP $23.99 ea

TESTRITE®

Studio Light
This outstanding light source includes a 10" diameter 
aluminum reflector that swivels to any angle with its 
wooden handle, and accepts a 75 watt household bulb.  
Its 3-section telescopic stand adjusts to 7' high and  
weighs just 4 lbs. 8' cord plugs into any outlet.

No. 124/3A 
SRP $135.99 ea 

ALVIN®

Comfort Classic  
Deluxe Task Chairs
Ergonomically designed for long-lasting service and 
extra comfort. Features include pneumatic height control, 
polypropylene seat and back shells, a height- and depth-
adjustable hinged backrest with spring-adjusted rocking 
mechanism, dual-wheel casters, and a 24" diameter 
reinforced nylon base. Seat cushion is 18"w x 17"d x 2" 
thick. Backrest is 16"w x 14"h. Office model height  
adjusts from 19" to 23". Drafting model includes CK49 
height extension kit and adjusts from 26½" to 30½". 
Optional armrests available on page 19.

No. Fabric Color  
Drafting height
CH290-40DH Black  
CH290-60DH Medium gray  
SRP $232.00 ea

Office height
CH290-40 Black  
CH290-60 Medium gray   
SRP $186.99 ea

ALVIN®

Argentum Mesh Back Chairs
With a contemporary look and ergonomic design, this chair 
is an ideal choice for any office or drafting environment. 
The height-adjustable backrest features a tightly stretched 
silver mesh backing and ergonomically contoured design 
to provide strong lumbar support. Pneumatic height control 
permits users to raise and lower chair height quickly. 
Multiple controls for adjusting back rest tilt independently 
or in synchronization with seat tilt. Includes dual-wheel 
casters, and a 26" diameter polished aluminum base. 
Backrest is 19½"w x 19½"h. Seat cushion features long-
lasting molded foam and is 19½"w x 18"d x 3" thick.  
Office model height adjusts from 17" to 21". Drafting model 
includes CK49 height extension kit and adjusts from  
24½" to 28½". Black.

No. Description  SRP
CH728-45DH Drafting height  $469.00 ea 
CH728-45 Office height  424.00 ea 

ALVIN®

Swing-Arm Lamps
Swing-arm lamp with a ventilated  
6½" diameter metal shade with  
double baffle to reduce glare.  
Spring-balanced arm locks securely  
in any position with a 32" extension.  
Two-way mounting clamp for tables  
up to 1½" thick. ETL listed.

No. Description
Uses 100w bulb (not included)
G2540-B  Black 
G2540-D  White
SRP $30.75 ea

Uses compact fluorescent bulb
CFL2540-B Black, with CFL bulb 
CFL2540-D White, with CFL bulb
SRP $39.95 ea

Supplied with LED bulb (2700K)  
G2540-BLED Black 
G2540-DLED White
SRP $39.50 ea

FURNITURE, LIGHTING, SEATING 15

Not available for 
delivery to CA

CH290-40

CH290-60DH

Office version

Back view

Not available  
for delivery  
to CA

ALVIN®

Clip Lights
Versatile gooseneck clip light can be used anywhere 
additional light is needed. The metal shade concentrates 
illumination then diffuses it with a 4½" diameter metal 
shade with plastic baffle. Uses a 60w bulb (not included). 
ETL listed.

No. Description
CLC400-B Black 
CLC400-D White
SRP $19.99 ea

Not available for 
delivery to CA
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ALVIN®

Budget  
Task Chairs
Affordable, sturdily-constructed task  
chairs are perfect for home, office, or 
student use. Features include pneumatic 
height control, polypropylene seat and 
back shells, a height- and depth-adjustable 
hinged backrest, dual-wheel casters, and 
a 22" diameter reinforced nylon base. 
Molded foam seat cushion is 17"w x  
16"d x 2½" thick. Backrest is 16"w x 12"h. 
Office model height adjusts from 16½" to 
21½". Drafting model includes CK38  
height extension kit and adjusts from  
24" to 29". Black.

No. Description  SRP
CH222-40DH Drafting height  $163.00 ea 
CH222-40 Office height  125.00 ea

ALVIN®

LabTek™ Utility Chair
A rugged drafting-height chair with a 
polyurethane seat and backrest that is 
built to withstand heavy use in labs and 
other work environments. Will resist 
punctures, water, and most chemicals. 
Comes complete with a height-adjustable, 
18" diameter, chrome foot ring. Features 
include pneumatic height control with an 
adjustment range from 23" to 33", a height- 
and depth-adjustable hinged backrest, and 
a 25" diameter reinforced nylon base.  
Seat is 18"w x 18"d x 1½" thick. Backrest is  
17"w x 12"h x 1" thick. Includes a set of non- 
locking casters and a set of floor glides. 
Black.

No. DC249 
SRP $269.99 ea

ALVIN®

Zenith™  
Drafting Chair
Designed for comfort, style, and 
convenience, this drafting chair is an 
outstanding value. Features include 
pneumatic height control with an 
adjustment range from 23" to 33",  
padded armrests that are width and  
height adjustable with seven positions,  
a height- and depth-adjustable backrest 
with tilt-angle control, adjustable seat  
pitch, 18" diameter height-adjustable 
chrome foot ring, dual-wheel casters, 
 and a 26" diameter steel reinforced nylon 
base. Waterfall seat cushion improves 
circulation and is 3½" thick x 19"w x 18"d. 
Back cushion is 3" thick x 17"w x 16"h.  
Both are made from ergonomically-
contoured molded foam and include 
polypropylene back shells. Black.

No. DC577-40 
SRP $303.99 ea

ALVIN®

Monarch 
Executive  
Drafting  
Chair
Designed for the ultimate in style, comfort, 
and construction, this chair has contoured 
black cushions and other ergonomic 
features that make it an outstanding value. 
High backrest provides solid orthopedic 
spine support and full-size upholstered 
seat is contoured for added comfort. 
Features include pneumatic height control, 
polypropylene seat and back shells,  
a height- and depth-adjustable backrest 
with tilt-angle control, adjustable seat  
pitch, built-in steel teardrop footrest,  
dual-wheel casters, and a 24" diameter 
steel reinforced nylon base. Seat cushion 
is 19"w x 18"d x 3" thick with waterfall  
front. Backrest is 16"w x 19"h x 3" thick. 
Height adjusts from 24" to 34". Black.

No. DC555-40 
SRP $275.99 ea

ALVIN®

Griffin™  
Drafting  
Chair
Uniquely-styled mesh back drafting chair 
at an affordable price. Includes pneumatic 
height control with an adjustment range 
from 23" to 33", a height- and depth-
adjustable backrest, 18" diameter height-
adjustable foot ring, dual-wheel casters, 
and a 25" diameter reinforced nylon base. 
Seat cushion is made from ergonomically-
contoured molded foam that is 3" thick x 
17"w x 17"d. Comfortable and airy nylon 
mesh back is 16"w x 8"h. Optional armrests  
available on page 19. Black.

No. DC710-40 
SRP $197.99 ea

ALVIN®

Salambro Jr.  
Mesh Back Chairs
Extremely comfortable and stylish, this 
finely crafted chair comes complete with 
armrests, pneumatic height adjustment, 
a 24" diameter reinforced nylon base with 
hooded casters, and has a 2-to-1 synchro-
tilt mechanism. For every 2° that the back 
reclines, the seat automatically tilts 1°.  
The extra-thick molded foam seat cushion 
is 18"w x 18"d x 3½" thick. The vented 
mesh backrest is 18" wide, rises 18" above  
the seat, and has a spring-adjusted rocking  
mechanism that can be locked into the 
upright position. A padded lumbar support 
can be adjusted up and down for comfort. 
The drafting height version comes with 
a 21" black foot ring, is height adjustable 
from 24" to 28", and does NOT rock or tilt. 
The office height chair rocks, tilts, and 
adjusts from 18" to 22". Black.

No. Description  SRP
DC724-40 Drafting height  $345.00 ea  
CH724 Office height  303.99 ea

ALVIN®

Utility  
Stool
An extremely rugged and stable 
polyurethane utility stool on a traditional 
American-style base, this model has 
a durable seat and backrest built to 
withstand heavy use in rigorous work 
environments. Ideal for extended sitting 
periods. Will resist punctures, water, 
and most chemicals. Features include 
pneumatic height control, a height- and 
depth-adjustable hinged backrest, and a 
23" diameter black powder-coated tubular 
steel base with built-in foot ring. Seat is 
17"w x 16"d x 2" thick. Backrest is 15"w 
x 12"h. Height adjusts from 21" to 28". 
Comes complete with a set of locking 
casters and a set of non-slip floor glides. 
Easy to clean, maintainence free. Black. 
Optional armrests available on page 19.

No. DC208 
SRP $303.99 ea 
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CH222-40

CH222-40DH

Warranty
All ALVIN seating and chair models carry a 2-year warranty on pneumatic cylinders and a 3-year warranty  

against defects in material and construction (excluding fabric). All Alvin seating either meets or exceeds BIFMA standards.  
Fabric and foam also meets CAL117 (California Technical Bulletin 117) requirements.

Back view

DC724-40

CH724
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ALVIN®

Prestige Artist/Drafting Chairs
Deluxe drafting chairs for the serious artist 
or designer that are both comfortable and 
sturdy. Features include pneumatic height 
control, polypropylene seat and back 
shells, a height- and depth-adjustable 
backrest with tilt-angle control, articulating 
seat and backrest, dual-wheel casters, 
and a 26" diameter reinforced nylon 
base. Height adjustable foot ring comes 
standard. Seat cushion is 19"w x 18"d x 3" 
thick. Backrest is 17"w x 15"h x 3" thick. 
Height adjusts from 24" to 34". Optional 
armrests available on page 19. Black.

No. Description  SRP
DC310-40 18" chrome  $269.99 ea 
 foot ring 
DC310-40B 21" black  275.99 ea 
 foot ring

ALVIN®

Monarch 
High Back Chairs
Designed for the ultimate in style, comfort, 
and construction, this chair has contoured 
cushions and other ergonomic features 
that make it an outstanding value. High 
backrest provides solid orthopedic spine 
support and full-size upholstered seat is 
contoured for added comfort. Features 
include pneumatic height control, 
polypropylene seat and back shells, a 
height- and depth-adjustable backrest with 
tilt-angle control, adjustable seat pitch, 
dual-wheel casters, and a 23" diameter 
reinforced nylon base. Seat cushion is 
19"w x 18"d x 3" thick. Backrest is 16"w x 
19"h x 3" thick. Office model height adjusts 
from 18" to 23". Drafting model includes 
CK49 height extension kit and adjusts from 
25½" to 30½". Optional armrests available 
on page 19.

 Fabric 
No. Color  SRP
Drafting height
CH555-40DH Black  $283.00 ea 
CH555-60DH Med. gray  283.00 ea 
CH555-85DH Black with  320.00 ea 
 blue highlights 
CH555-95DH Black with  330.00 ea 
 leather highlights

Office height
CH555-40 Black  237.99 ea 
CH555-60 Med. gray  237.99 ea 
CH555-85 Black with  275.00 ea 
 blue highlights 
CH555-95 Black with  284.99 ea 
 leather highlights 

ALVIN®

Premo Ergonomic Chairs
Ergonomic features in a rugged 
contemporary design, this is the ultimate 
in seating comfort at a reasonable price. 
Backrest provides solid orthopedic spine 
support and full-size upholstered seat is 
contoured for added comfort. Features 
include pneumatic height control, 
polypropylene seat and back shells, a 
height- and depth-adjustable backrest with 
heavy-duty spring tension angle control, 
dual-wheel casters, and a 25" diameter 
reinforced nylon base. Seat cushion is 
19"w x 17"d x 3" thick. Backrest is 16"w 
x 14"h x 2½" thick. Office model height 
adjusts from 16½" to 21½". Drafting model 
includes CK49 height extension kit and 
adjusts from 24" to 29". Optional armrests 
available on page 19.

 Fabric 
No. Color  SRP
Drafting height
CH444-40DH Black  $249.00 ea 
CH444-60DH Medium gray  249.00 ea 
CH444-90DH Black leather  349.00 ea

Office height
CH444-40 Black  203.99 ea 
CH444-60 Medium gray  203.99 ea 
CH444-90 Black leather  303.99 ea 

ALVIN®

Economy Drafting Chair
A functional, economical drafting chair. 
Features include pneumatic height control, 
polypropylene seat and back shells, a 
depth-adjustable hinged backrest, built-in 
steel teardrop footrest, dual-wheel casters, 
and a 23" diameter reinforced nylon  
base. Molded foam seat cushion is  
16"w x 15"d x 2" thick. Backrest is 15"w x 10"h. 
Height adjusts from 23" to 29". Black.

No. DC204 
SRP $133.00 ea 

ALVIN®

American-Style 
Draftsman’s Chair
Ruggedly constructed traditional chair that 
offers both comfort and durability. Features 
include pneumatic height control, a height- 
and depth-adjustable hinged backrest 
with polypropylene back shell, dual-wheel 
casters, and a 23" tubular chrome steel 
base with built-in foot ring. Seat cushion 
is made of long-lasting, comfortable 
molded foam and is 18"w x 18"d x 4" thick. 
Backrest is 15"w x 10"h. Height adjusts 
from 23" to 31". Comes complete with a 
set of locking casters and a set of non-slip 
floor glides. Charcoal.

No. DC778-34 
SRP $193.00 ea

ALVIN®

Viceroy Artist/Drafting Chairs
The popular choice for the graphic 
designer, this drafting chair has superior 
quality at a reasonable price. Features 
include pneumatic height control, 
polypropylene seat and back shells, a 
height- and depth-adjustable hinged 
backrest, built-in steel teardrop footrest, 
dual-wheel casters, and a 24" diameter 
reinforced nylon base. Seat cushion is 
18"w x 17"d x 2" thick. Backrest is 14"w x 
12"h. Height adjusts from 23" to 33". 

No. Fabric Color
DC999-40 Black 
DC999-60 Medium gray
SRP $195.00 ea

ALVIN®

Studio Artist/Drafting Chair
A functional, economical chair for studio 
use. Features include pneumatic height 
control, polypropylene seat and back 
shells, a height- and depth-adjustable 
hinged backrest, built-in steel teardrop 
footrest, dual-wheel casters, and a 23" 
diameter reinforced nylon base. Molded foam  
seat cushion is 17"w x 16"d x 2½" thick. 
Backrest is 16"w x 11"h. Height adjusts 
from 23" to 27". Black.

No. CH202 
SRP $164.99 ea
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ALVIN®

Comfort Economy Task Chairs
A quality design at an affordable price, 
these chairs are ideal for home, office, 
study, or shop. Features include pneumatic 
height control, polypropylene seat and 
back shells, a height- and depth-adjustable 
hinged backrest, dual-wheel casters, and 
a 24" diameter reinforced nylon base. Seat 
cushion is 18"w x 17"d x 2" thick. Backrest 
is 14"w x 12"h. Office model height adjusts 
from 17" to 22". Drafting model includes 
CK49 height extension kit and adjusts from 
24½" to 29½". Optional armrests available 
on page 19. Black.

No. Description SRP
CH277-40DH Drafting  $200.00 ea 
 height 
CH277-40 Office  159.00 ea 
 height

ALVIN®

Van Tecno Manager’s Chair
This intelligently designed chair is 
as comfortable as it is sharp with a 
contemporary appeal. Packed with 
features, it comes complete with height- 
and width-adjustable padded armrests, 
pneumatic height adjustment from 18" to 
22", and a 24" diameter reinforced nylon 
base with hooded casters. The extra-thick 
seat cushion is 20"w x 19"d x 3" thick and 
has a tilt mechanism with spring-adjusted 
tension control. The seat also features a 
four-position locking depth control.  
The molded polypropylene back frame is 
20" wide, rises 25" above the seat, and 
features a stretched mesh backing and 
three-position tilt lock. Black.

No. CH750 
SRP $431.99 ea

ALVIN®

Olympian Comfort Chairs
Designed for comfort and durability, this 
chair is tailor-made for larger-sized or taller 
people. The ergonomically contoured 
molded foam seat is extra-thick with a 
waterfall edge for maximum comfort. 
Pneumatic height control raises and lowers 
the chair quickly. The included armrests 
are height and width adjustable. Additional 
features include dual-wheel casters and 
a 26" diameter polished aluminum base. 
Seat cushion is 22"w x 21"d x 4" thick. 
Backrest is 21"w x 3½" thick, and rises 
22" above the seat. Office model height 
adjusts from 17" to 21". Drafting model 
includes CK49 height extension kit and 
adjusts from 24" to 28". Black.

No. Description  SRP
CH300-40DH Drafting  $520.00 ea 
 height 
CH300-40 Office  480.00 ea  
 height

ALVIN®

Art Director 
Executive Leather Chairs
With an extra thick seat cushion and high 
back that are both covered in beautiful, 
high-quality buffalo leather, the drafting 
version of this executive chair is unlike any 
other drafting chair on the market today. 
Perfect for the drafting professional or 
executive seeking the ultimate in quality, 
comfort, and good looks. Features include 
armrests, pneumatic height control, 
dual-wheel casters, and a 26" diameter 
reinforced nylon base. The extra thick  
seat cushion is 20"w x 19"d x 3" thick.  
The backrest is 19"w and rises 20" above 
the seat. Office model height adjusts from 
17" to 21". Drafting model includes CK49 
height extension kit and adjusts from 24½" 
to 28½". Black leather.

No. Description  SRP
CH777-90DH Drafting  $498.00 ea 
 height

CH777-90 Office  453.00 ea  
 height

ALVIN®

Salambro 
Mesh Fabric Manager’s Chair
Sleek and stylish, this inviting chair 
will provide years of compliments and 
comfort. Finely crafted, it comes complete 
with width-adjustable padded armrests, 
pneumatic height adjustment from 18" to 
22", and a 24" diameter reinforced nylon 
base with hooded casters. The extra-thick 
seat cushion is 20"w x 19"d x 3" thick and 
has a spring-adjusted tilt mechanism. 
Vented mesh backrest is 19" wide, rises 
21" above the seat, and has a spring-
adjusted rocking mechanism that can be 
locked into the upright position. A padded 
lumbar support can be adjusted up and 
down for comfort. Black.

No. CH726 
SRP $351.99 ea

ALVIN®

Paragon™ 
Mesh Back Manager’s Chair
This stylish chair was designed for those 
who love to rock, lean back, and take 
comfort in a plush, molded foam seat that 
is 3½" thick x 20"w x 18"d. The rocking 
tension is easy to adjust and can also be 
locked into the upright position. The seat 
tilts automatically as the back rocks with 
2-to-1 synchronization. For every 2° that 
the back reclines, the seat automatically 
tilts 1°. Comes complete with padded 
armrests that are width and height 
adjustable with seven positions, pneumatic 
height adjustment from 18" to 23", and a 
26" diameter reinforced nylon base with 
hooded casters. The tightly-stretched, 
high-grade nylon mesh backrest is depth 
adjustable, 20" wide, and rises 21" above 
the seat. Black.

No. CH760 
SRP $284.99 ea

ALVIN®

Varsity Task Chair
Durable and economical, this task chair 
features pneumatic height control, 
polypropylene seat and back shells, a 
height- and depth-adjustable hinged 
backrest, dual-wheel casters, and a 
22" diameter reinforced nylon base. 
Seat height adjusts from 16" to 21". 
Seat cushion is 17"w x 15"d x 2½" thick. 
Backrest is 15"w x 9"h x 2" thick. Black.

No. CH112 
SRP $105.00 ea
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ALVIN®

Pneumatic-Lift Stool
Drafting height polyurethane stool  has a 
swivel feature, pneumatic height control, 
and an adjustable height between 17.3" and  
24.8." 13" diameter seat made of super-soft  
molded foam. Stable, 22" diameter, five-star  
base on hooded casters. Puncture resistant  
and easy to clean. Black.

No. DC209 
SRP $110.00 ea

ALVIN®

Synchro-Tilt Painter’s Stool
Extremely comfortable and rugged  
stool that features a 13"w x 9"d x 4"h soft 
black polyurethane seat with lower back 
support, synchro-tilt mechanism, and 
height adjustment from 21" to 30". Tilts  
6° forward and 7° back. Height and tilt  
can both be easily adjusted while seated.  
The reinforced nylon base is 24" in 
diameter and comes complete with a set  
of locking casters and a set of non-slip 
floor glides. Black.

No. DC206 
SRP $222.00 ea

ALVIN®

Utility Stool
A rugged utility stool on a traditional 
American-style base, this model features  
a firm 1" thick black polyurethane swivel seat  
that is 13½" in diameter. The pneumatic lift 
allows height adjustment from 20" to 25" 
and the 23" diameter black powder-coated 
tubular steel base provides excellent 
stability and comfort with its built-in foot ring.  
Comes complete with a set of locking casters  
and a set of non-slip floor glides. Black.

No. DC207A 
SRP $155.00 ea

ALVIN®

Chair Casters 
and Plastic Foot Glides
Soft casters for ideal mobility on hard 
floors. Foot glides replace casters where 
rolling action is not desired. Fit all Alvin 
chairs and stools except DC204.  
Sold as a set of five.

No. Description  SRP
CC4 Non-locking casters $12.50 st 
LC4 Locking casters  18.00 st 
SC4 Non-locking soft casters 18.99 st 
FG5B Foot glides  12.50 st

ALVIN®

Armrests
Cushioned black polyurethane armrests 
are available in three styles and fit Alvin 
chair models CH222, CH277, CH290, 
CH444, CH555, DC208, DC249, DC310, 
DC710, and DC778. D-shaped armrests 
are loops with sliding width adjustment. 
Pivoting armrests have locking push-button  
height adjustment, 40° lateral adjustment, 
and width positioning. Adjustable height 
armrests have locking push-button height 
adjustment and width positioning.

No. Description  SRP
CH25A D-Shaped  $55.99 ea 
CH55A Adjustable  59.00 ea 
CH66A Pivoting  66.00 ea  

ALVIN®

Height Extension Kits
Height extension kits convert Alvin office-
height chairs into drafting-height models. 
Each kit includes a strong cylindrical steel 
shaft with tapered end that locks into the 
chair base. Foot rings can be adjusted 
vertically and then locked at the desired 
height. Extension kits should be attached 
when the chair is first assembled. 

Note: Conversion kits must be attached 
when chair is first assembled. It is not 
recommended to add at a later time.

 Added 
No. Height Fits Alvin Models
CK38 7½" CH112, CH222, CH277, 
  CH290, CH300, CH444, 
  CH555, CH728, CH777 
CK49 7½" CH277, CH290, CH300,  
  CH444, CH555, CH728, 
  CH777 
CK55 7½" CH277, CH290, CH300, 
  CH444, CH555, CH728, 
  CH777 
CK59 11" CH444, CH555

No. Description  SRP
CK38 18" diameter  $40.99 ea 
 chrome ring 
CK49 21" diameter  45.00 ea 
 black ring 
CK55 Teardrop style,  44.00 ea 
 black  
CK59 21" diameter  46.99 ea 
 black ring

ALVIN®

Universal Foot Ring
Designed to fit most standard diameter  
gas cylinders (48mm and 50mm), this 
unique foot ring can be added easily at  
any time without taking the chair apart.  
Left and right halves fit firmly together 
and can be set at any height. Made from 
durable reinforced black nylon. 18" in 
diameter. Black.

No. CK52 
SRP $29.99 ea

NATIONAL PUBLIC 
SEATING CORP.
6200 Series Heavy-Duty Steel Stools
Heavy-duty 18-gauge, 7/8" steel tubing. 
Four spot weld points connect the 
5/8" steel tube foot ring at each leg for 
durability. Seat is a full 14" diameter 
with 11½" diameter Masonite hardboard 
recessed into the pan with eight rivets and 
will not chip or crack. Backrest on  
B models measures 6"h x 12"w.

No. Description SRP
Basic stool
NP6218   18"  $44.50 ea 
NP6224   24"  47.50 ea 
NP6230   30"  56.20 ea 
NP6218H   19"-26½",  62.90 ea 
 adjustable 
NP6224H   25"-32½",  65.90 ea 
 adjustable 
NP6230H   31½"-38½",  74.40 ea 
 adjustable

Stool with backrest, adjustable 
(backrest height listed)
NP6218B   31"-33"  69.70 ea 
NP6224B   37"-39"  72.50 ea 
NP6230B   43"-45"  81.20 ea

Items with  are shipped from manufacturer.
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ALVIN®

Universal Stools
Well-built 5-star base made from 25mm 
diameter steel tubing, 1.4mm gauge steel 
has glides on the bottom of each leg. 
Stools are sturdy and adjust from 19.5"  
to 26". Available in three seat choices.  
One year guarantee.

No. Description  SRP 
FS300 Foam seat  $168.99 ea 
PS300 Plastic seat  168.99 ea 
WS300 Wood seat  168.99 ea
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